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Care Matters Programme: Improving Children’s Reviews

Welcome to Improving Children’s Reviews
This is one module from our Care Matters Programme, which comprises a 
range of modules for families and workers involved in supporting people’s
well-being. Like all our modules, it is person-centred and based on 
research, policy, practice and the expertise of experience. Successful 
completion of the course and the on-line final assessment leads to the 
award of a module certificate. Successful completion of five or more 
modules leads to the Care Matters Course certificate. 

Course Reader
This contains background reading to supplement and extend the material 
used in the module. It includes excerpts from key documents, legal and 
policy summaries, background information, reflections and stories. There
are some suggested reflective questions you may use for continuing 
professional development. 

Digital copies of most of the source documents, or links to copies, are in 
the module resources page on We Learn We Change.

We update the reader at least annually and welcome contributions and 
ideas for new material.
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Looked After Children’s Rights
Duties of Local Authority

• To safeguard and promote the child’s welfare in all decision making
• To promote educational achievement
• To consult with and take into account the wishes and feelings of the child 

having regard to age and understanding
• To consult with and take into account the wishes and feelings of parent(s)/PR 

and others significant to the child
• To take into account the child’s religious, racial, cultural and linguistic 

background
Sections 22(3),(4) and (5), CA 1989

Care-Planning  
LA must make a written care plan for immediate and long-term care for all looked 
after children

• Children on care orders
◦ Court required to approve care plan before making a care order but only in 

relation to permanence:
◦ Adoption, placement with family, long term care (Children and Families Act

2014)
◦ No subsequent court role in scrutiny of care plan

• Children accommodated under section 20 CA89
◦ Under 16s - Plan must be agreed with parents and/or others with parental 

responsibility
◦ 16 plus – plan must be agreed with young person 

Care plans are subject to regular review.
• The LA must not make significant changes to the care plan unless the proposed

changes have first been considered at a review
• The LA must consider the child’s right to advocacy. Statutory guidance states:

◦ ‘Where a child has difficulty in expressing his/her wishes and feelings about
any decisions being made about him/her, consideration must be given to 
securing the support of an advocate’ 

◦ ‘Every child has the right to be supported by an advocate.  The local 
authority must have a system in place to provide written, age appropriate 
information  to each looked after child about the function and availability 
of an advocate and how to request one.’ 

The Care Plan
Regulations & guidance state that the care planning process must reflect the domains
of the Assessment Framework.
The overall care plan records the following:

• Long term plan for the child – Permanence Plan 
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• Arrangements for 
• Health – Health Plan
• Education and training – Personal Education Plan
• Emotional and behavioural development
• Identity, with particular regard to religious persuasion, racial origin and 

cultural and linguistic background
• Family and social relationships
• Social presentation
• Self-care skills
• Placement plan
• Whether or not the child is an unaccompanied asylum seeker or victim of child 

trafficking and needs as a result of that status

Looked After Children Reviews
• Timing

◦ 1st: 20 working days – PEP and Health plan should be in place
◦ 2nd: Three months after the first review – Permanence plan should be in 

place
◦ 3rd and subsequent - Six monthly intervals

• The LA must hold a review outside the usual frequency of reviews in the 
following circumstances:
◦ If the IRO requests a review
◦ Safeguarding issues 
◦ Where the LA rep makes a request
◦ Where the LA considers that the child has been persistently absent from 

their placement 
◦ The LA is informed by the carer or the area authority for the placement 

that the child is at risk of harm
◦ Where child has LAC status as a result of detention in youth detention & 

will be released before the date of next review.
• The LA must not make significant changes to the care plan unless the proposed

changes have first been considered at a review
• The LA must not terminate the child’s placement without first holding a review

unless there is an immediate risk of significant harm to C or to protect others 
from harm

• The LA must hold a review before moving the child from a foster or residential 
placement to ‘other arrangements’ unless it is necessary to do so as a matter 
of urgency.

• Participation of child:
◦ LA duty to consult 
◦ IRO duty to consult in private

• Child centred reviews promoted in statutory guidance 
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• The child should be involved in decisions about date, time and venue, agenda 
and invitation list 

• It is expected that child (if of sufficient age and understanding) will be present
at the whole of the review  

• It is hoped that IRO will hand over at least part of the chairing role to older 
children especially as they begin to plan for independence.

Independent Reviewing Officer
• The LA must appoint a particular individual as IRO before first review
• The IRO must 

◦ ensure that the wishes and feelings of the child are given due consideration
by the LA  

◦ speak with the child in private about the matters to be discussed at the 
review and ensure that the child understands how an advocate could help 
and their entitlement to one

◦ Inform child about their rights to make a complaint or how to take legal 
action under the Children Act

• Role of the IRO
◦ Chairs the review meeting
◦ May adjourn meeting for up to 20 working days where LA provides 

insufficient information 
◦ Makes decisions about the care plan 
◦ These are considered by senior person in LA
◦ If no response within five working days these decisions are accepted as 

those of the review.
• The IRO must monitor the performance by the LA of the child’s case as a whole

◦ May call an additional review
◦ Must advise LA staff at ‘an appropriate level of seniority’ where the LA has 

failed to
▪ Address the needs of the child in the revised plan
▪ Review the case properly
▪ Implement a review decision, or 
▪ Is otherwise in breach of its duties to the child in any significant way

• Referral to CAFCASS
◦ If IRO considers it appropriate to do so – no longer limited by escalating 

internal dispute resolution to LA CEO.
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Young People’s Views about Reviews and communication:
extracts from 11 Million Research

Section 5.1 Relaxed and enjoyable reviews and meetings 
All young people in this sample seemed to accept that a part of being in care meant 
that they were invited to attend meetings about their support over the course of a 
year. About 10 of the 15 knew about their LAC review and their PEP meetings. There 
were five young people who did not seem to know about these meetings. The 10 
young people who had attended their LAC reviews or PEP meetings seemed to have 
mixed feelings about them. On the one hand they knew the meetings offered them a 
chance to make changes to their care plan. But on the other, at least eight out of 10 
of them did not feel confident about expressing themselves in the meetings. The 
children and young people also felt that the meetings were too formal and they felt 
excluded from them. 

About four of the older respondents did not feel that the adults would make the 
changes they had suggested as they did not believe they were interested in the 
young person: “I let them do the talking and just reply to what they say” (Boy 
11) 
“The meetings are really boring, they’re just blah, blah and bye, bye. You get
a talk, say what you’re doing, sit there and listen to them blabber. They’re 
talking between each other and you’re waiting to talk, it feels like forever” 
(Boy 11) 
“She’s too full of herself and doesn’t seem to like listening, in my review 
meeting she just sat there twiddling her hair” (Girl 15) 
“In the PEP, they chat for ages, stop, start, stop, start, get to the point!” (Girl
15) 
“They ask the same questions at meetings, a teensy bit more communication 
would be better” (Boy 11) 
“It’s my reviewing officer who makes decisions so I can ignore my social 
worker in the meetings” (Boy 14) 

All 15 young people in this sample believed that their meetings with their social 
workers could be better. The younger children in this sample (under 14 years old) felt
that the social worker could come to their foster home and play games, watch TV and
relax with them. It seems that this would signal that the social worker values the 
young person and wants to get to know them. One girl, aged 12, recalled her first 
social worker doing this and she really appreciated it. Subsequently, none of the 
others have done this and she really misses that attention and input:

“My first social worker was lovely, she was kind and played games with me, 
she even bought me presents, things I really liked. I think she liked me” (Girl 12)
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Other young people said:

“They could come and play games, instead of being stuck up” (Boy 11) 
“If there’s something wrong she’ll come to see me” (Boy 14) 
“We could do more clubs and activities with our social worker so they get to 
know us” (Boy 11) 
“When she comes over, we sit around, talk about things in the booklet. Other 
people do the talking, I’m shy” (Girl 12) 

The young people aged over 14 also wanted to have an informal relationship with 
their social worker and feel as though their time together was affirming and 
worthwhile:

 “Why don’t they take me out to eat or go for a walk, why do they have to sit in
front of me with a list and circle the things I haven’t done and tick the things I 
have” (Girl 15) 
“If you put a red circle round something I haven’t done, I ain’t gonna do it” (Boy 
16) 
“Mine’s alright, we share a joke” (Boy 17, young offenders institution) 

Another important part of the meeting process for all 15 young people in this sample 
was receiving timely feedback after their meetings. This would help them know that 
their social worker was looking out for them and taking on board issues they had 
raised:

 “Make it a better experience, give an update of what we’ve talked about 
quickly, so then I might think there’s a point going to the next meeting” (Boy 11) 
“Stop holding meetings and writing notes... do something about it to make life 
better. It takes too long to action things” (Boy 16) 
“I think our information gets lost, we’re not important enough” (Boy 16) 

5.2 Communication: feeling as though someone is listening 

All 15 young people in this research sample mentioned the importance of being 
listened to and receiving empathy. Feeling as though they were not listened to 
emerged as a cause of real frustration and disappointment, and impacted on the way 
children and young people felt they were cared for and how they wanted to further 
engage with their social workers

“I don’t really like mine (social worker) she don’t listen” (Boy 11) 
“When I was 12 and in foster care, my carer didn’t pay me any attention, I was 
treated differently from everyone else. I thought, should I tell (my social worker) 
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and be moved or should I stay and put up with it. I could be even worse off. Don’t 
children deserve better than that?” (Boy 14)

The desire to be listened to emerged on a number of levels. For example, just over 
half of the sample (eight children and young people) wanted their social worker to 
care about their day to day well being: 

“Every child should be listened to, no matter how difficult they are to talk to” 
(Girl 15) 
“Mine (social worker) never asks how I feel” (Girl 15) 
“They ask superficial questions, it’s easier for them” (Girl 15) 

Many (12 children and young people) wanted to have better communication with their
social workers. They reported feeling the conversations were stilted and formal, and 
that their social workers asked only official questions and kept a professional 
distance. 
These young people would prefer to share flowing dialogue and familiar conversation.
Young people in this sample seemed to crave indicators to show that they are 
important to their social worker and informal conversations may be one way to signal 
they are valued:

“Don’t tell me not to lash out, ask why I am” (Girl 16) 
“If I can’t say what I think, I find it annoying” (Boy 12) 
“She spoke to me like a young child, slow, and nods and smiles. Why doesn’t she 
talk more, I told her that” (Boy 17) 
“I’m not that impressed they could involve us a bit more” (Boy 14) 
“Stop demanding things and ask” (Boy 16) 
“It’s nice to get to know them, especially when you’ve had them for longer” (Girl 
12) 
“I’ve been in 18 different foster placements, a secure unit for drugs, in court and
had so many different social workers. No one sat me down and asked what was 
going on” (Girl 16) 
“With little kids who can’t talk, look at the back ground of the mum and ask 
some more questions, I’m seeing what happened with us, happen again with my 
nephew” (Girl, 16)
“She does things by text book, she don’t know me as a person” (Girl, 16)

One young person felt that she was not listened to because she was “just a kid and 
had been loads of trouble in the past” (Girl 16). Nine young people in his sample 
knew they had displayed challenging behaviour towards their social workers; however
they still wanted to feel included and taken seriously if they had matters of concern. 
Furthermore five of the older young people, aged 14 +, felt annoyed that young 
people appear to not be taken seriously and believed that the carers value adults’ 
opinions over their own:
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“My sister has a baby and I know full well that she can’t take care of it properly 
as she’s on heroin. He’s not being looked after, he’s got bruises and I want to 
protect him. I’ve told social services, they won’t listen to me, as I’m a kid and 
she’s an adult, but I know he’s not OK. Does it have to get extreme before they 
notice?” (Girl 16) 
“They stick to the rules too much, I had a wedding I wanted to go to and she 
wouldn’t let me go. I told her to (expletive) as it felt like a punishment; I knew 
it’d be OK if I went” (Boy 16) 

From: Children and young people’s views on safeguarding – research findings from 11 
MILLION supported by Sherbert Research
March 2009

What has been your experience of looked after child reviews? 

How can you support young people to be more involved in decision-
making?

What could enable young people to build better relationships with 
their social workers?
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Obstacles and Solutions

Ideas from young people and other teams about obstacles to young people’s 
participation in reviews and how to overcome them.

Obstacles Solutions

Invasive Be clear with young people in advance about what 
will be discussed

Be open and explain why it is relevant although 
uncomfortable

Timing Seek young person’s availability – make sure 
meetings are only after school and not on contact 
days

Other people control the 
review

Chair the review
Meet to plan
Use advocate to plan with young person

No interest in the process Chair (some or part of) the meetings themselves
Clear planning

Language Make translation of information available and have 
interpreter

Not being listened to Meet with children before to plan review (IRO)
Chair own review
 IRO to talk to social worker/foster 

carer/school/parents as well as young person before
review so meeting is focused, factual and short

Previous reviews being 
difficult

Talk about the positive outcomes and how the 
young person can influence a change in having a bit 
of control over their lives

They don’t like the 
process

Explain the process and say that they can influence 
how the meeting/process takes place

Nervousness Allocate an advocate
 If a long meeting , possibly split into 2 meetings
Give young person input as to who they want at the 

meeting
Let young person read the report before the 

meeting

Location Ask children/young people where they want to 
meet.  Think outside the box.

Shyness – feeling 
overwhelmed

Make sure there’s someone there the young person 
can trust and that their ideas can be put across 
even if they, themselves don’t want to talk

Number of participants Show young people proposed list.  Allow them to 
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decide who’s there and request people.

Not listened to Allocate advocate who empowers and explains role 
of advocate

Irrelevant  IRO/social worker ask the young person before the 
meeting what the young person wants on the 
agenda and suggest together these issues

Young person’s feelings 
after review

Think about how young person may feel after the 
review i.e. everyone leaving the young person with 
foster carer after a heated review.  Thinking for fun
planned activities for young person after review.

Tension in relationships in 
the meeting

Who needs to be at the review?  It is not a 
professionals’ meeting!

 I would acknowledge tensions at the start of review 
and remind people of appropriate language/respect

Previous poorly led 
reviews

 I would ask what was difficult last time and things 
could be different

Who is present  I would ask young people who they wanted to be 
present

 I would hold the reviews in more than one part if, 
for example, they did not want their parents to be 
there

Asking uncomfortable 
questions

Plan other ways around asking direct question
Address it with young person before meeting

There’s no point of being 
involved in a review

Explain to the young person the benefits of being 
involved e.g. being in control

Specific goals e.g. school
Explaining outcomes
How do they feel about people making decisions for 

them?

Fear Don’t invite so many people
Ensure (IRO role) that they check out people invited

with the young person.
Not being asked about 
their views

Staff should end reviews with young people’s views 
- raise the importance of their voices

Boring! Overcome by encouraging young person to say how 
they feel and one thing that will make the process 
interesting for them

What is the biggest obstacle you face?

How could you overcome it?
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Kirklees Good Practice Case Study
It’s My Review: Kirklees Practice Evaluation

Summary of the practice

The Blueprint project team in Kirklees was made up of staff from across the Children 
and Young Peoples Support (ChYPS) service including Children’s Rights Alliance for 
England (CRAE), Barnardos, independent reviewing officers, foster carers, social 
workers, development workers, residential staff and a consultant from Voice. A group
of 16 young people (aged 6 to 18) were involved with the project for nearly 2 years 
and have been integral to its success. A Cultural Change Board made up of project 
members and senior managers met every 2 months throughout the project to oversee 
progress, communicate learning and discuss obstacles to practice change raised 
during training sessions. Project outputs include:

Review menu of choice

In their review process all looked after children and young people in Kirklees have a 
menu of choices for participation explained to them ranging from completing forms 
as a hard copy, completing them online, making scrap books, making video diary 
contributions or having a themed review. Ultimately they have several choices about 
where, when and how their review is held.

New Looked After Children (LAC) review pack

A new LAC review pack was designed by and for, all looked after children and young 
people in Kirklees and which includes two new age related forms, a DVD, a review 
guide, a guide to advocacy, a feedback postcard for taking notes on and for young 
people to take away immediately after the review, and a ‘rate my review’ postcard 
to gain young people’s views on whether the process is changing.

Increased use of new technology

The children and young people’s enthusiasm for making video contributions for their 
review during the project led to the purchase and use of three new video recorders 
for use by foster carers, social workers and the children themselves.

New website

All Blueprint materials produced by the project have been made electronically 
available via a new website called KicK (Kids in care Kirklees) launched in November 
2009. The site was designed with some of the young people involved in the project 
and children in children’s homes across Kirklees.

Training

A one day training course has been and continues to be delivered for all carers and 
staff (including designated teachers) involved in looked after reviews to understand 
the key messages from the project and experience in practice how to change the 
review process into a more positive child-friendly experience. Training has now been 
delivered to over 400 staff and is delivered twice a year to all relevant new starters 
as part of their induction. The training is also delivered to final year social work 
students at Huddersfield and Leeds Universities as part of their children and families 
module. Total Respect training (delivered by the Children’s Rights Alliance for 
England with looked after young people as trainers) now includes key elements of the
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Blueprint philosophy and allows staff to practice making video diaries and scrap books
with young people for their LAC review. Training is now delivered by front line social 
workers to increase the credibility of the Blueprint message within the LACYP 
workforce.

Child-Friendly Review Venues

18 free, accessible venues across Kirklees were visited and approved by looked after 
children and young people as child-friendly spaces to hold LAC reviews.

Electronic Management tool

An electronic update called the LAC Review Countdown was devised and is received 
every 4 weeks by managers and deputy managers. It makes clear at a glance which 
social workers in which teams are carrying LAC cases and when their reviews are due 
(to avoid preparation being missed by staff moves, annual leave or sickness).

New Forms /templates for staff

A new statutory visit form for social workers was developed to check that preparation
for reviews by foster carers and key workers in residential units is being done, with 
specific prompts to see the child and talk through what they want to communicate 
(and how and where) at their next review. A new monitoring form for supervising 
social workers was devised to use when visiting foster carers to ensure that 
preparation work for reviews is being done with the child/young person.

 

Evidence and evaluation – how it has made a difference to children, young people 
and families

The outcomes of the project are an increased ability for children and young people to
make a positive contribution to their care planning process and to have some choice 
and control within it.

The LAC review pack was officially launched at a high profile event by children and 
young people involved in the project to the wider population of looked after children 
and young people and their carers. Since this time every looked after child in Kirklees
has received a pack and is aware of the Blueprint philosophy and how it can help 
them to engage in the care planning process. All children and young people who have 
a review can prepare for it beforehand and ‘rate’ it afterwards either on hardcopy or 
online on the KicK website. They are also able to ‘rate’ their current or last foster 
care placement.

Children and young people coming into care in a planned way can log onto the KicK 
website and see a virtual tour of all the children’s homes in Kirklees, to see where 
they are going to potentially live. The tours are narrated by a young person who lives 
there.

Children and young people involved in the project now train staff and other young 
people in care on how to make video contributions to their review.

The emotional and behavioural health of looked after children and young people has 
improved through their enjoyment of the review process and their consistently active
part within it.
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Adults and professionals invited to reviews no longer ‘save things up’ over a 6 month 
period to discuss at the review and ongoing preparation and participation in the 
review process is seen as the norm. This has been underpinned by changes in 
procedure, documentation and the fact that services whose staff input into LAC 
reviews have all attended or will attend Blueprint training. All social work and 
fostering teams are responsible for giving the LAC review packs to newly looked after 
children and young people and for ensuring they understand choices they have to 
contribute to the process. All team managers receive the electronic LAC review 
countdown to ensure review preparation is prioritised with social workers. All 
services are aware of the new KicK website and can point newly looked after children
to it so that they can engage with their review process electronically. Staff use video 
technology more frequently with those children and young people who might find it 
difficult to attend their review in person, are too young (under 4), or find it difficult 
to express themselves in front of others. Review practice that is not child-centred 
can be effectively and quickly challenged, as all participants in a single review will 
have attended the training. Documentation, systems and procedures have been 
changed to take account of the new child-centred approach.

All of the changes are being maintained and the project has now become mainstream 
practice throughout the authority.

 

How outcomes have been sustained

Two separate qualitative evaluation methods have taken place so far with children 
and young people:

The first method is a group exercise involving the young people participating in the 
project. The young people had to consider a case study and illustrate how a ‘perfect’ 
review should be planned for according to the needs and preferences of the case, 
whilst relating this back to their own individual, more recent positive review 
experiences.

The second method involved analysing ‘rate my review’ postcards (every 4 months) 
which have been posted back to the children’s rights service by children and young 
people after their review. The postcards are handed to children and young people 
after their review by independent reviewing officers to complete and return freepost 
(or they can complete this process online). This gives us an understanding of how the 
process has changed from the child’s point of view. For example, in one evaluation 
cycle (consisting of approximately 40 children and young people), 72% said someone 
had helped them to prepare for their review, 90% stated that their review was on a 
day that was ‘good for them’ and 90% said it was at a time that was good for them. 
75% stated that everyone they wanted to invite was at their review, 89% said that 
their review talked about ‘good things’ about them, with 90% understanding what had
been decided.

The ongoing ‘rate my review’ postcard evaluation indicates a marked improvement in
attitude and practice compared to anecdotal information (obtained from a working 
groups at the start of the project which echoed Voice’s national research findings), 
where children and young people seemed to rarely have a choice of venue, timing or 
date and had limited understanding of the purpose of their review.
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At the end of the project performance indicator figures revealed that there had been 
a increase in review participation of 23.1%, from 67.1% to 90.2% over the 18 month 
period. For a child or young person’s participation to be included in the figures, they 
needed to have participated in all their LAC reviews during the course of a year (they
may have two or three a year). The indicators thus reflect a positive cultural change 
which is a direct result of the project’s influence on practice. This new figure has 
remained stable despite an increase of some 150 extra looked after children and 
young people in the authority.

The Blueprint Project has been independently verified by Skills for Care and the 
Children’s Workforce Development Council who put it forward for the 2009 Accolade 
award for Most Effective Practice in Workforce Development across partner agencies 
which the Blueprint Project subsequently won.

The Blueprint Project also won the Winners of Winners award: ‘the judges were 
blown away by this service user led innovative project which demonstrates the 
difference it's been making . . . the project showcases the positive outcomes 
supported by compelling evidence from young people who are involved, showing they 
were central to the development of training and resources. . . . ‘

How other authorities could replicate this project

Hot Tips:

• Get senior management to sign up

• Formulate a change team with a dedicated project manager to see the project 
through

• Focus on one outcome you want to achieve and deconstruct the systems which 
could improve it

• Involve children and young people from the start of the project and resource this 
practically and financially

• Make it everyone’s responsibility for making sure that the outcome is achieved by 
engaging all staff with the same message through training.

• Ensure training creates meaning for participants by involving children and young 
people in the training – either in delivery, course content or course design.

(Copied from C4EO Vulnerable Children Validated good practice resources.)

What ideas from Kirklees could you adopt in your practice?
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Child-centred Reviews
Ideas from young people.

Under 7 years

Review theme e.g. Pink – pink invites, wear something pink, pink fairy 
cakes…; make own invites; have party bags; use sad and happy faces; 
have a treasure hunt for objects of significance; use an activity 
village/doll’s house.

8-12 years

Red card, yellow card (for all attending meeting); Sam’s got Talent; 
Scrapbooks; Life Story book; Lucky dip to talk about topics; hold it at a 
ball park; objects in a ball pond to pick out.

13-15 years

Use text, twitter, Wassap, Viber etc; YP makes DVD; have fines for using 
jargon; boasting book; play what do you call that?

16-18 years

Use social media; private facebook group; DVD; co-chairing; YP sets 
agenda; ask YP what they think will be discussed.

Young people who use communication aids

Communication tools e.g. PECS; Multimedia e.g. own DVD diary; Non-
Instructed Advocacy; have the meeting at their home so at least they are
a strong presence in the room.

What is your favourite idea from the training? 
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The role of Independent Reviewing Officers (IROs) in England@ Final report; NCB 2015
How looked after children are involved in their review process; Have Your Say/NYA 2008
Pert, H, Diaz, C and Thomas, Nigel Children's Participation in LAC Reviews: a study in one 
Engilsh local authority. Child and Family Social Work/UCLAN 2014.

Useful Resources
It’s My Review Booklet, Kirklees Council
MOMO  Get Ready paper version
See www.mindofmyown.org.uk for more info and apps
LAC Review Co-Chair guide, Croyden Council
Review Invite, Trafford Council
LAC questionnaire 8+, Trafford Council
LAC questionnaire 8-, Trafford Council
Adams, M; Brady, L; Johnson, M. An Advocate’s Guide to Complaints in England; Pavilion 
2018

Thank you for learning with We Learn We Change; we hope you found it informative and 
inspiring. Please join our mailing list for updates and information about further free 
resources,  publications, course discounts and open events.
See our website www.welearnwechange.org.uk for further resources, learning materials, 
courses and other learning opportunities.
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